The nuclear magnetic dipole and nuclear electric quadrupole inter. workers, while the value of . Q. confirms an earlier measurement made by a .different method.
The zero-field hyperfine splittings c.othputed from the above values of a and 
-a-, where p. is the nuclear magnetic.dipole MI moment in nuclear. magnetons; Q is the. nuclear, electric qu.adrupole moment. Using the known values of a ji, and I for .the stable isotope ,i127 and the 131 measured value of bfor I , we find Q = -0.40 barn.
In, order to obtain.the.true.nuclear quadrupole moment a .correction factor C, such that Q = CQ, is introduced. This factor C, ., firs,t calculated )for g >0 obs.
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theor. I Uncertainty of rneasurement Plotted above are the differences between the observed resonance frequencies, and the frequencies calculated with the best 9 values of a and b, for two signs of 9 1 . The dotted lines exhibit the experi-. mental uncertainty. It is seen that 91 > 0 gives a consistent fit to the data.
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